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Abstract

We have used a realistic model for double stranded DNA and Monte Carlo simulations to

compute the extension (mean span) of a DNA molecule confined in a nanochannel over the full

range of confinement in a high ionic strength buffer. The simulation data for square nanochan-

nels resolve the apparent contradiction between prior simulation studies and the predictions

from Flory theory, demonstrating the existence of two transition regimes between weak con-

finement (the de Gennes regime) and strong confinement (the Odijk regime). The simulation

data for rectangular nanochannels support the use of the geometric mean for mapping data

obtained in rectangular channels onto models developed for cylinders. The comparison of our

results with experimental data illuminates the challenges in applying models for confined, neu-

tral polymers to polyelectrolytes. Using a Flory-type approach, we also provide an improved

scaling result for the relaxation time in the transition regime close to that found in experiments.
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1 Introduction

When a polymer is confined inside a channel whose dimensions are smaller than that polymer’s

mean span dimension in the bulk, the polymer chain extends along the channel axis. In the context

of DNA, such two-dimensional (nanochannel) confinement is emerging as an important tool for

single molecule genomics.1–8 Operating these devices entails imaging stretched DNA, so they

provide a seemingly straightforward test of the theories for confined chains.1–3,9–12 At present,

discrepancies exist among theory, experiment and simulation.9,13,14 In this paper, we bring theory

and simulation into agreement. In doing so, we provide clear evidence for the existence of two

transition regimes between the de Gennes and Odijk regimes.15 Moreover, comparison of our

simulation results and experimental data highlights the challenges inherent in applying the scaling

theories developed for neutral polymers to confined DNA.

The basic problem at hand is to compute the mean span dimension of a polymer confined in

nanochannel of size D. Typical nanochannels used in experiments9 range from 30nm to 500nm.

The polymer is characterized by its contour length L, bulk radius of gyration Rg, persistence length

lp and effective width w. For the widely used model polymer λ -phage DNA (48.5 kilobase pairs),

typical parameters are L∼= 21µm and Rg ∼= 0.7µm when the DNA is stained with an intercalating

dye.16,17 Since DNA is a polyelectrolyte, both its persistence length and effective width include

an intrinsic, chemical component and an additional electrostatic contribution, the latter depending

on the ionic strength of the solution.18–21 We restrict our analysis to high ionic strength buffers

where long-range electrostatic interactions within polymer segments and between the polymer and

channel walls are screened.3,16 As a result, we will use the commonly accepted value for the DNA

persistence length, lp∼= 53nm.22 The bare width of the double helix is 2 nm, but the effective width

w is larger due to electrostatic interactions, even in relatively high ionic strength buffers.16,19 In

our analysis, we will take the value w = 4.6nm suggested by Odijk.15 Based on Stigter’s theory for

the effective width,18,19 this value is appropriate for TBE 5x; the effective width for the buffer used

in experiments9 (TBE 0.5x) is closer to 12 nm. We will return to the question of effective width

when we compare our simulation results to experiments. In contrast to most synthetic polymers
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the different regimes of extension as a function of the channel
size. The quantities D∗ and D∗∗ correspond to the transitions discussed in §2. The two shaded
regions labeled I and II are the transition regimes described by Odijk;15 in what follows, region
II will be referred to as the “extended de Gennes regime.” Various estimates for the exponent x
are listed in Table 1. The schematics illustrate the DNA configuration under different degrees of
confinement and the length scale H is discussed in §2.

such as polyethylene, where lp ∼= 0.7nm and w ∼= 0.5nm,23 DNA has a much larger persistence

length and a much higher segment aspect ratio lp/w.

Figure 1 depicts the present understanding of DNA extension in nanochannels. Most exper-

imental data are analyzed in the context of the theories for two limiting cases that have been

confirmed since by simulation.14,24–27 One limit is the deflection chain model (known as the

Odijk regime),28 developed for the strong confinement limit D << lp. As seen in Figure 1, the

chain in the Odijk regime may be viewed as a sequence of deflection segments of typical length

λ ∼= D2/3l1/3
p << L that undulate inside the channel. The intrinsic stiffness of DNA on the length

scale of the channel prohibits backfolding. The mean extension is thus the number of deflection

segments L/λ times the average projection of a deflection segment on the channel axis:

〈X〉= (L/λ )(λ cosθ) = L
[
1−2α (D/lp)

2/3
]

(1)

In the latter, θ ∼= D/λ → 0 is an average deflection angle and α = 0.09137±0.00007 is a universal
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prefactor.24,25

The other limit is the blob model (known as the de Gennes regime)29–31 in which the chain is

envisioned as the sequence of self-avoiding isometric compression blobs of diameter D sketched in

Figure 1. On length scales smaller than D, segments of the chain are unaware of the presence of the

confinement and follow the Flory statistics of an unperturbed excluded volume chain, whereupon

blob theory predicts an mean equilibrium extension1,9

〈X〉 ∼= L(wlp)
1/3 D−2/3 (2)

The assumptions used to derive Eq. (2), which we will review in §2, limit its applicability to down

to a channel size D∗∗ = l2
p/w, as indicated in Figure 1.15 The widely cited scaling exponent of

−2/3 in Eq. (2) was obtained using a Flory exponent of ν = 3/5. Sophisticated calculations32 for

an excluded volume chain lead to ν = 0.5877± 0.0006, whereupon the scaling in the de Gennes

regime becomes

〈X〉 ∼ D(ν−1)/ν ∼ D−0.7015 (3)

Naturally, once the channel becomes so large that the chain conformation is unaffected by the

presence of the walls, as indicated at the largest channel diameters in Figure 1, the extension of the

“confined” chain is the same as its bulk value.

The controversy surrounds the description of a chain in the transition between the de Gennes

and Odijk regimes. As we can see in Table 1, theory, simulation and experiment have all revealed

different exponents x in the scaling law for the extension, 〈X〉 ∼Dx. The issue is even more convo-

luted than a simple disagreement over the exponent. While a number of theories15,33 proposed that

Eq. (2) extends into at least transition regime II, another theory35 suggested that no scaling law

exists due to the depletion of segments from the blobs. Meanwhile, computer simulations13,14,36

suggested that the scaling in the transition regime is not universal, with the exponent depending

on the total length of the chain. To further complicate the situation, the original analysis of ex-

perimental chain extension data9 assumed that one can simply extrapolate Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) into
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Table 1: Summary of scaling exponents 〈X〉 ∼ Dx for the extension of DNA as a function of
the channel size in the shaded transition regime of Figure 1. The Monte Carlo simulation data
correspond to long chains (L/lp ∼= 40 and lp/w ∼= 20) for channels sizes ranging approximately
from lp to 2lp. For the experimental data reported in the last four rows, the parameter D is the
geometric average of the channel width and height, Dav. The rectangular channels range from Dav
= 60-440 nm and the tapered channels range from Dav = 100-250 nm. The two different values for
T4-DNA (166.7 kilobase pairs, L = 56.7µm) correspond to different basepair-to-dye ratios.

Approach Exponent Reference
Flory Theory (ν = 3/5) −2/3 Ref. 15,33
Flory Theory (ν = 0.5877) −0.7015 Eq. (3)
Monte Carlo Simulation −1 Ref. 13,14
λ -DNA, rectangular channel −0.85±0.05 Ref. 9
λ -DNA, tapered channel −0.85±0.01 Ref. 34
T4-DNA, tapered channel −0.83±0.01 Ref. 34
T4-DNA, tapered channel −0.78±0.01 Ref. 34

the transition regime, whereas a subsequent theory15 predicted that there are actually the two tran-

sition regimes indicated by the shading in Figure 1. Resolving the questions surrounding DNA

extension in the transition from the Odijk regime to the de Gennes regime is a crucial issue, since

many nanochannel devices for DNA stretching operate in this range.9 Such a resolution is the goal

of our discourse.

2 Summary of the existing Flory theories

Before we proceed to our simulation study, it behooves us to recall the key results obtained by

applying Flory theory29,37 to confined polymers, especially as there has been some confusion in

the literature on the application of Flory theory to the de Gennes regime.38,39 We will briefly derive

these results starting from the approach proposed by Jun et al.38 for the de Gennes regime. We

recall that they derived a Flory-theory equivalent to the de Gennes blob model by considering

effectively a one-dimensional walk of blobs inside the nanochannel

βF (X ,D)∼= X2

(L/Lsub)D2 +D
(L/Lsub)2

X
(4)
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where the blob size D arises from scaling theory. As in the standard Flory theory, the first term in

Eq. (4) is the elastic energy of the chain and the second term is the effective repulsion energy.23,40

The parameter β = 1/(kBT ), with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. Each

blob, containing Lsub segments, is considered as an unperturbed excluded volume chain in both the

de Gennes blob model and Eq. (4), whereupon the standard Flory theory for the size of an excluded

volume chain gives40

D∼= L3/5
sub (wlp)1/5 (5)

Substituting the latter in Eq. (4) and minimizing with respect to the chain extension X yields

Eq. (2). If we instead specify that Lsub ∼ D1/ν , we arrive at the scaling in Eq. (3).

The free energy in Eq. (4) is valid so long as the channel is large enough for the blobs to

experience the excluded volume interactions that lead to Eq. (5). The critical chain length, L∗∗, and

channel size, D∗∗, defining the boundary for the de Gennes regime are obtained at the crossover

between ideal and excluded volume blobs,33,41

D∗∗ ∼= L1/2
∗∗ l1/2

p ∼= L3/5
∗∗ (wlp)1/5 (6)

Thus, the chain must be longer than

L∗∗ ∼= l3
p/w2 (7)

in order to be able to form one of these excluded volume blobs, and the channel must be larger

than15

D∗∗ ∼= l2
p/w (8)

so that this isometric blob indeed experiences excluded volume interactions and thus resides in the

de Gennes regime. The later limits are equivalent to requiring that the repulsion energy between

segments in a blob in the standard Flory theory, z∼= L2
∗∗w/D3

∗∗, be unity.

Let us now turn our attention to D < D∗∗. The next regime is transition regime II in Figure 1,

which we will refer to as the extended de Gennes regime. Odijk15 claimed that the extended de
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Gennes regime is valid for D∗ < D < D∗∗, where the lower bound is

D∗ = clp (9)

with c greater than unity. As we have highlighted in Figure 1, Odijk15 further proposed that an

additional transition regime connects the extended de Gennes regime and the classic Odijk regime

described by Eq. (1). Two of the goals of our analysis are to compute the value of c in Eq. (9) and

the channel size for the lower bound of transition regime I.

Now let us compute the extension in the extended de Gennes regime (D∗ < D < D∗∗). Follow-

ing the existing models15,33 for transition regime II in Figure 1, the inset depicts the chain in the

extended de Gennes regime as a string of anisometric (cylindrical) blobs, each of diameter D and

length H (H > D). This anisometric blob, of contour length L∗, swells in the axial direction along

the channel to a distance H such that the chain is now at the cross-over between real and ideal

chain behavior15

H ∼= L1/2
∗ l1/2

p ∼= L2
∗w/D2 (10)

where the last term corresponds to the onset of excluded volume interactions (z ∼= 1 in the Flory

theory). Solving the above equations yields

L∗ ∼=
l1/3
p D4/3

w2/3 (11)

and

H ∼= (Dlp)
2/3

w1/3 (12)

If we continue with the idea embodied in Eq. (4), the length of the chain in a blob Lsub is always

L∗ and the size D is replaced by H, whereupon the Flory free energy is

βF (X ,D)∼= X2

(L/L∗)H2 +H
(L/L∗)2

X
(13)
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Substituting Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) into Eq. (13) furnishes

βF (X ,D)∼= X2

2Llp
+

L2w
XD2 (14)

which has often been taken for granted in the literature as the Flory energy of a confined chain.11,15,33,39

Minimizing Eq. (14) with respect to X again yields Eq. (2). Since each blob requires a contour

length L∗, then only chains which satisfy L > L∗ can be confined in the extended de Gennes regime.

Note that Odijk15 derived the minimum channel size for the extended de Gennes regime in Eq. (9)

from the confinement free energy of the Odijk regime.

One should not confuse the Flory free energies for the de Gennes and the extended de Gennes

regimes: although they both predict the same mean equilibrium extension, only Eq. (4) is equiva-

lent to the de Gennes blob model.38,39 However, if an experiment actually operates in the extended

de Gennes regime, Eq. (14) can be safely applied.11

Note that Eq. (10) assumes the subchain inside an anisometric blob to be a flexible coil. In the

context of the wormlike chain model, this requires L∗ & 16lp, where the prefactor is obtained by

comparing the end-to-end distance of a wormlike chain to that of a Gaussian coil. If we assume

that the prefactor in Eq. (11) is unity, then this assumption requires

D
lp

' 8
(

w
lp

)1/2

(15)

Using w ∼= 4.6nm and lp ∼= 53nm, we found that the flexible coil approximation for the subchain

inside a blob may not be valid for D∗/ 2.4lp, suggesting a possible value for the constant appearing

in Eq. (9) for our model.

3 Polymer model and simulation methods

We have explored the different regimes of Figure 1 using a DNA model based on the classical

wormlike chain.42 It is worth mentioning that although our approach is similar to that of Cifra
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et al.,13,14,36 there are explicit differences in the DNA model and the measure of the DNA ex-

tension. The chain consists of N beads connected by N− 1 inextensible rods of length l, with a

corresponding contour length L = (N− 1)l. Let r j = (x j,y j,z j), j ∈ [1,N] be position of the jth

bead and u j = (r j+1−r j)/l, j ∈ [1,N−1] be the unit vector along the jth rod. There are excluded

volume repulsions between any two beads and bending penalties between any two adjacent rods.

To compare with theory, we neglect possible long range electrostatic interactions within beads and

between beads and walls. Such a model is appropriate for experiments using high ionic strength

buffers.9

The total bending energy of the chain is obtained from converting the continuous wormlike

chain model

Ubend =
1
2

kBT lp

∫ L

0

(
∂u
∂ s

)2

ds (16)

to the approximate, discrete form42

Ubend ≈ kBT (lp/l)
N−2

∑
k=1

(1−uk ·uk+1) (17)

where we used the relationship |uk+1−uk|2 = 2(1−uk ·uk+1) for an inextensible rod with unit

vector uk and length l. The steric excluded volume interaction between any two beads, i and j,

separated by a distance ri j is modeled by a purely repulsive Lennard-Jones potential of the Weeks-

Chandler-Andersen (WCA) form,43 where

UWCA(ri j) = 4kBT
[(

w/ri j
)12−

(
w/ri j

)6 +1/4
]

(18)

for ri j < 21/6w, and UWCA(ri j) = 0 otherwise. The energy and length scale in the WCA potential

correspond to an excluded volume energy of kBT when two beads are separated by w, the effective

width of the DNA. We fixed l = 21/6w so that w is a meaningful measure of the width of the

chain. When the DNA is confined, we added a hard core potential3 that forbids any bead from
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approaching the channel surface closer than w/2, i.e.,

Uwall(h) =


0 if h≥ w/2

∞ if h < w/2
(19)

where h is the distance from the center of a bead to a channel surface. We used lp = 53nm22 and

w = 4.6nm15 for most of our simulations. For comparison, we also simulated more flexible chains

using lp = 5.3nm or lp = 23nm, keeping w = 4.6nm.

We define the extension, 〈X〉, as the mean span dimension along the channel direction, since

the mean span is the parameter measured in the experiments:

〈X〉= 〈max
i

(xi)−min
i

(xi)〉 (20)

Here, the center line of the channel is oriented along the x-axis, with the cross-section lying in the

yz-plane. While the mean span is the most easily obtained metric for DNA when it is stretched

in a nanochannel, measurements of the mean span for DNA in free solution normally suffer from

significant error due to optical effects such as diffraction and blooming for such small objects.

Most prior simulations have considered other size parameters such as the end-to-end distance,

or the component of the end-to-end distance parallel to the center line of the channel.13,14,36,44 As

already demonstrated by Cifra,14 the use of different size parameters may result in quantitatively

different results, even in the scaling exponent measured from simulation data. In our simulations,

the mean span dimension along the channel direction is nearly the same as the end-to-end distance

in the Odijk regime, but the difference grows as the channel dimension increases. In de Gennes

blob theory for a chain squeezed in a tube,29 the length of tube R‖ occupied by the chain is the

end-to-end distance (span) of a one-dimensional self-avoiding walk of blobs. In our view, the mean

span dimension along the channel direction is a closer metric to R‖ than the end-to-end distance of

the chain. The mean span also has the attractive feature that its fluctuations are much smaller than

the end-to-end distance.
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We used canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulations to sample equilibrium configurations

of the chain. First, we characterized our model DNA in free solution using the pruned-enriched

Rosenbluth method.45,46 Our calculations are validated by comparing them with equivalent data

produced by the Metropolis Monte Carlo method with elementary trial moves of reptation, crank-

shaft, and pivot.47–50 In the calculations of DNA extension in nanochannels, we used the Metropo-

lis Monte Carlo method with reptation and crankshaft moves. Once a random initial configuration

was generated inside the nanochannel, the system was equilibrated for about 107 steps. In produc-

tion runs, chain configurations were sampled every 106 steps. Most of the presented results refer

to an average of more than 104 configuration. The estimated error of ensemble averages is within

the symbol size.

For channel sizes D greater than approximately Rg, we also used the method of confinement

analysis from bulk structure to estimate chain extensions51

〈X〉= 〈XR(1−Y/Deff)R(1−Z/Deff)〉
〈R(1−Y/Deff)R(1−Z/Deff)〉

(21)

Here, Deff = D−w is the channel width accessible to the centerline of the DNA backbone, R(x) =

xH(x) is the Ramp function, H(x) the Heaviside function, and X , Y , Z the span dimensions of a

chain configuration in three orthogonal directions. This method has the advantage of obtaining 〈X〉

for a variety of channel widths solely by sampling equilibrium configurations in free space.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Free solution

An important test of any DNA model is its predictive ability in free solution. Indeed, properly

characterizing the free solution properties of a different model was a key step in demonstrating the

agreement between theory, simulation and experiment for DNA confined in slit-like channels in

the de Gennes regime.52 As seen in Figure 2, the simulation data for the root-mean-square end-
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to-end distance, Re, and radius of gyration, Rg, for the smaller chains, L/lp < 102, agree with the

theoretical results for a wormlike chain without excluded volume.53 Moreover, as L/lp increases

further, both Re and Rg begin to follow the scaling for a swollen chain. From Flory theory, this

Gaussian-to-excluded-volume crossover33,41 should occur at a critical contour length L∗∗ given in

Eq. (7). For our choices of lp and w,

L∗∗ ∼= 102lp ∼= 5µm (22)

The latter value matches the crossover in our simulation results, indicating that the numerical

coefficient in Eq. (7) is close to unity.

Besides being fully consistent with results from the wormlike chain theory, the model described

here also reasonably captures several experimental data sets for the radius of gyration of DNA.54–56

However, we should note that (i) most of our data were obtained in the ideal wormlike chain

regime and (ii) the radius of gyration for an excluded volume chain is only weakly dependent on

the effective width, Rg ∼ w1/5. As a result, the agreement with experiment only validates the order

of magnitude for the effective width. For the calculations leading to Figure 2, we used the value

w = 4.6nm cited by Odijk,15 since we will be devoting considerable effort to testing his scaling

theory.15 As we will see later, a larger value of the effective width, w = 7nm, provides a more

robust fit between our simulations and the experimental data. Such a change in w would not affect

the data for the ideal chain in Figure 2 and only result in an 9% increase in the radius of gyration

in the excluded volume regime.

Little is known about the mean span dimension, 〈X〉0, of wormlike chains in free solution ex-

cept that 〈X〉0/L = 0.5 in the rod limit (L/lp → 0) and 〈X〉0/(2Rg) = 2/π1/2 in the flexible coil

limit (L/lp→∞) in the absence of excluded volume interactions.51 The simulation results reported

in Figure 3 show that the fractional extension at the Gaussian-to-excluded-volume crossover con-

tour length L∗∗ is approximately 0.1. Thus, the minimum extension of an unperturbed swollen

chain is 0.1L∗∗ ∼= 500nm. This value roughly agrees with the estimate of D∗∗ in Eq. (8) using our
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Figure 2: Bulk properties of the wormlike bead-rod model (w = 4.6nm and lp = 53nm): simula-
tions (open symbols) vs. theory (solid lines: wormlike chain theory53 in the absence of excluded
volume for Re and Rg, dashed lines: excluded volume chain scaling with ν = 0.5877) and exper-
imental results for Rg (solid symbols; diamond: Godfrey and Eisenberg,54 square: Robertson et
al.,56 triangle: Smith et al.55).

choices of lp and w and a numerical coefficient of unity. Furthermore, Figure 3 indicates that 〈X〉0
is approximately 2Rg at L/lp = 102, and the ratio 〈X〉0/2Rg only changes slightly with increasing

L/lp. Thus, one may approximate 〈X〉0 using available Rg-data in practice.

In our study of extension in nanochannels, it will also prove convenient to compare data for

our semi-flexible DNA model to results obtained for a flexible chain with a persistence length

lp = 5.3nm. Table 2 reports the simulated sizes of a flexible and a semi-flexible chain with L =

4.12µm. While the simulated data for lp = 53nm agree well with theory for an ideal wormlike

chain, as we would expect from Figure 2, the simulation results for the flexible chain are much

larger than those predicted by the theory for an ideal wormlike chain.53 The deviation with the

theory is evidence for excluded volume interactions, which we would expect for the more flexible

chain since L∗∗ ∼= 7nm << L.
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Figure 3: Bulk mean span dimensions 〈X〉0 of the wormlike bead-rod model (w = 4.6nm and
lp = 53nm). The left y-axis: fractional extension in free solution, 〈X〉0/L. The right y-axis: size
ratio 〈X〉0/(2Rg).

Table 2: Bulk size properties of our model DNA (lp = 53nm) and that of a flexible chain (lp =
5.3nm): simulations vs. wormlike chain (WLC) theory. Other parameters: number of beads
N = 800, contour length L = 4.12µm, bead diameter w = 4.6nm and bond length l = 5.2nm. The
exact result for the mean span dimension is not known for the wormlike chain model but should be
close to 2Rg.

lp (nm) Re (nm) Rg (nm) 〈X〉0/2 (nm)

53
simulation 671.0±0.9 270.2±0.3 272.5±0.2

WLC theory 657.0 264.8 ∼= 264.8

5.3
simulation 341.8±0.3 136.5±0.2 141.0±0.2

WLC theory 209.0 85.2 ∼= 85.2

4.2 Extension in nanochannels

4.2.1 Comparison with theory

Having established that the model captures the free solution properties of DNA, we proceed to

test the theoretical predictions of the mean extension in a square nanochannel. The values for the

number of beads N in our simulations are 100, 200, 500, and 800, corresponding to contour lengths

L of 0.51µm, 1.03µm, 2.58µm, and 4.12µm, respectively. Although these chains (1.5 to 12

kilobase pairs using 0.34nm per base pair) are small compared to the DNA used in experiments,9,34

such as λ DNA (48.5 kilobase pairs), they illuminate the properties of the chain extension in the

transition regime of Figure 1 while minimizing the computational cost. Since their contour lengths

are below the Gaussian-to-excluded-volume crossover contour length of L∗∗ ∼= 5µm in Eq. (22),
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Figure 4: Extension of the wormlike bead-rod model in square nanochannels; circle: with excluded
volume interactions, x: without excluded volume interactions. Other parameters: w = 4.6nm,
lp = 53nm, N = 800 beads. Dashed line: theoretical prediction of Odijk’s regime Eq. (1) with no
adjustable parameters. Deff/lp = 1 corresponds to a real channel dimension of D = 57.6nm.

these chains cannot be described by the de Gennes blob model. In the context of Figure 1, these

chains should crossover directly from their bulk extension to the transition regime as the channel

size decreases.

Before proceeding to our analysis, it is useful to recapitulate two key points. First, although

in our simulations, as is also the case in reality, the whole chain has to fit into the channel, the

channel width in the theories refers only to the effective size accessible to the centerline of the

DNA backbone. We therefore use the effective width

Deff = D−w (23)

to compare experimental or simulation data with theories. Such a correction is negligible only

when D >> w. Second, the extension data reported here correspond to the mean span dimension,

rather than the end-to-end distance or some other measure of the chain size.

We begin by addressing first the importance of including excluded volume interactions in our

simulations. Since all of our chains behave as ideal wormlike chains in free solution, one might be

tempted to neglect excluded volume interactions between chain segments to accelerate the simula-

tion of the confined chains. However, a key idea underlying the Flory theory is that a semi-flexible
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chain swells in confinement, even if the chain is short enough to behave ideally in free solution.33

To underscore the importance of excluded volume, Figure 4 plots the extension of the longest chain

in our simulations with and without excluded volume interactions. In the bulk, both simulations

yield the same extension, as expected. As the confinement increases, the interplay between bending

stiffness and confinement results in an increase in extension due to excluded volume interactions.

Nearly the same extension is obtained in the Odijk limit whether or not there are excluded volume

interactions,24,25 but we need to go to substantially smaller values of Deff before the chain without

excluded volume collapses onto Eq. (1). Here, the extension is driven almost entirely by the chain

stiffness, consistent with the concept of a deflection segment.20 It appears that the excluded volume

interactions are manifest for Deff/lp > 0.3. In the context of DNA, excluded volume interactions

are important for channels down to around 15nm.

It is also interesting to note that for the phantom wormlike chain there is some discrepancy

between our simulation results and Odijk’s theory based on the formation of hairpins and hairpin

tightening due to entropic depletion near channel walls.57 For instance, at Deff = lp = 53nm, the-

ory57 predicts a global persistence length g = 43µm. For L = 4.12µm, such a chain would be

highly stretched out, but our simulation data only suggest an extension of about 0.3L. The exact

cause of such discrepancy is unclear to us; it may result from the finite length of DNA used in our

simulation, or it could arise from the mechanical limit approximation used to derive g.57

Having convinced ourselves that excluded volume is important, let us now see how our sim-

ulation data in Figure 5 compare to the picture in Figure 1. For channel sizes smaller than ap-

proximately 30nm, our results coincide with Eq. (1) for the deflection chain model without any

adjustable parameters. Moreover, the plateau values of the extension for large values of Deff/lp

approach the free solution values for the mean span in Figure 3. These results obtained for limiting

values of the channel size validate our overall calculation.

As the channel size increases, the fractional DNA extension in the inset of Figure 5 appears to

depend on the chain length. Such behavior, observed previously by Cifra et al. in simulations,13,14

was used to support a hypothesis of non-universal behavior in the transition regime. However,
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Figure 5: Extension of the wormlike bead-rod model (w = 4.6nm, lp = 53nm) in square nanochan-
nels. The plateau values at large Deff/lp for the shorter chains agree with the free space data in
Figure 3. Deff/lp = 1 corresponds to a real channel dimension of D = 57.6nm. The inset shows the
region near Deff/lp = 1 in more detail. Symbols: simulations. Thicker solid line: theoretical pre-
diction of Odijk’s regime [Eq. (1)] with no adjustable parameters. Thinner solid line: power-law
fit to the data with an exponent of −1.02±0.01 for channel widths ranging from 60nm to 120nm.
Dash-dotted line: power-law fit to the data with an exponent of −0.69± 0.03 for channel widths
ranging from 120nm to 200nm.

we recall that the chain extension must approach the value in the bulk when the channel size

becomes large compared to the chain’s radius of gyration. Since we have been able to simulate the

extension of relatively long chains, it becomes apparent that the chain-length dependent extension

simply reflects short chains diverging from a universal curve to their asymptotic mean span value

in the bulk. The transition of our chains (L < L∗∗) from the extended de Gennes regime to the

bulk is a broad one, reminiscent of the similar transition from the de Gennes regime to the bulk

for longer chains L > L∗∗.27 The scaling law (or, as we will see, scaling laws) are independent of

molecular weight for sufficiently long chains — the quantity that depends on molecular weight is

the channel size D at which the confinement ceases to affect the chain extension. From a practical

standpoint, we can safely treat the extension in the transition regime with universal scaling laws; it

would be exceedingly difficult to obtain accurate fluorescence microscopy data such small chains,

especially at extensions near 50%.

Let us now consider the chain with L = 2.58µm. Recall that Odijk15 predicted a transition

regime between D� lp, where the extension is described by Eq. (1), and some value D∗ given
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by Eq. (9). While we did observe a transition regime here, the extension does not correspond

to the scaling predicted by Odijk.15 Rather, the fractional extension seems to have a power-law

dependence on Deff with a best fit exponent of −1.02 in channel sizes ranging approximately from

lp to 2lp. This scaling was also observed by Cifra for nearly the same channel size ranges.14 The

origin of this scaling remains an open question. It does not appear to correspond to the “Regime

2A” or “Regime 2B” (Ref. 15) posited by Odijk; the ξ1-parameter defined in Eq. (8) of Ref.

15, computed for lp < Deff < 2lp, is greater than unity if we assume a numerical prefactor of

unity. (This analysis is certainly rather crude as the numerical coefficient can be << 1.) Although

a scaling of 〈X〉 ∼ D−1 has been predicted earlier for a channel-confined flexible chain in a θ -

solvent (where the second virial coefficient disappears but the third virial coefficient is positive),58

it is questionable whether the same physics apply to semi-flexible chains. We should also point out

that experimentally measuring the scaling exponent in this regime would be very challenging. The

−1.02 slope only occurs over a range of Deff from 60nm to 120nm. Testing the scaling exponent

would require a number of channels spanning this size range, which would be challenging and

rather expensive to fabricate with the desired precision. Nevertheless, it is clear that (i) the chain

with L = 2.58µm follows a scaling law 〈X〉 ∼D−1.02 in regime I of Figure 1 and (ii) our simulation

data agree with prior results14 down to ≈ 20% extension.

We do not see any evidence that the chain with L = 2.58µm enters into an extended de Gennes

regime (II in Figure 1) before transitioning to its bulk extension. This result is consistent with the

Flory theory for the extended de Gennes regime. Recall that each anisometric blob in the extended

de Gennes regime requires a contour length L∗ given by Eq. (11). For L = 2.58µm, the shift to the

bulk behavior begins at a channel size Deff/lp ∼= 2− 4. The corresponding chain length per blob

in the extended de Gennes regime for these channel sizes is L∗ ∼= 0.68− 1.7µm, neglecting any

numerical prefactor. It appears that this chain is too short to form a series of anisometric blobs and

thus only experiences transition regime I in Figure 1.

Only when we simulated a chain with L = 4.12µm did we have sufficient contour length (with-

out ever crossing over into the de Gennes regime) to reconcile the disagreement between theory15
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and simulation.14 For lp < D < 2lp, the extension data for L = 4.12µm collapse onto the results

obtained for L = 2.58µm, indicating that (i) the scaling is not a function of molecular weight for

chains that can actually be confined in this regime and (ii) the constant c≈ 2 in Eq. (9) is slightly

larger than unity, as predicted by Odijk15 and our estimate in Eq. (15) for the breakdown of the

flexible coil assumption. As the channel size moves into the 120nm to 200nm range, where the

L = 2.58µm chain begins the transition to its bulk extension, we found that the extension for the

L = 4.12µm chain transitions to a different power law dependence on Deff. In this regime, the

best fit exponent is −0.69± 0.03, in good agreement with the predicted exponent of −0.7015 in

Eq. (3).

We believe that the data in Figure 5 confirm the theoretical predictions of the extended de

Gennes regime by Brochard-Wyart et al.33 and Odijk15 because the contour length of our model

DNA is so short that the chain itself is not in the region where we observe sensible excluded

volume interactions in Figure 2, let alone any isometric blobs formed from a subsection of the

chain. However, one might be tempted to argue that the scaling of −0.69 in regime II is an artifact

of fitting a limited amount of data acquired in the transition between the slope of zero in the bulk

and −1.02 in regime I of Figure 1. In other words, although the extension scaling 〈X〉 ∼ D−0.69
eff is

consistent with the prediction for the extended de Gennes regime, we have not demonstrated that

we have the correct prefactor as well. There are infinitely many lines of slope −0.69; only one of

these lines corresponds to the prediction for the extended de Gennes regime.

In principle, we could resolve the question by simulating a DNA chain of sufficient contour

length to reach the de Gennes regime. Our claim would then be verified if the extension of this

long chain agreed with (i) the scaling in the de Gennes regime for Deff > D∗∗ and (ii) the extension

of the 4.12µm chain for Deff/lp ≈ 2. Unfortunately, the calculations become increasingly more

expensive as the number of beads increases. We estimate that a DNA chain in the de Gennes

regime would require a contour length of at least 30µm so that, if it formed two blobs, each blob

would have enough contour length to be in the excluded volume regime of Figure 2.

Since such a long-chain simulation (6000 beads) is intractable with our computational re-
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Figure 6: Extension of the wormlike bead-rod model (w = 4.6nm, L = 4.12µm) in square
nanochannels. Circles: lp = 53nm. Squares: lp = 23nm. Diamonds: lp = 5.3nm. Solid line:
a best power law fit to the simulation data of lp = 5.3nm, excluding the data points for the two
widest channels (fitting function: y = axb with a = 1.113±0.002 and b = −0.698±0.001). Pre-
dictions of the theory proposed by Zhang et al.35 are shown for lp = 53nm (dashed line) and
lp = 23nm (dash dotted line), respectively, using a common numerical constant C = 1.52 obtained
by fitting their model to our simulation data for lp = 53nm; the numerical calculation of the ex-
tension with their model fails for lp = 5.3nm and w = 4.6nm because the theory is only valid for
slender segments. Deff/(wlp)

1/2 = 10 corresponds to a real channel dimension of D = 160.7nm
for lp = 53nm, D = 107.4nm for lp = 23nm and D = 54.0nm for lp = 5.3nm.

sources, we took an alternate approach. Recall that the scaling laws for both the de Gennes and

extended de Gennes regimes are given by Eq. (3). It is reasonable to assume that the extension at

the crossover between these two contiguous regimes is continuous, implying that their scaling laws

also have the same prefactor. Thus, if we can establish the prefactor for our wormlike chain model

in the well established de Gennes regime and the continuity of the scaling law as we pass through

D∗∗, then we will know the prefactor for the more contentious extended de Gennes regime as well.

While we cannot simulate a DNA chain in the de Gennes regime, we can certainly simulate

a more flexible chain (L = 4.12µm, w = 4.6nm) by changing the persistence length in Eq. (17)

to lp = 5.3nm. For this smaller persistence length, the minimum channel size for the de Gennes

regime, given by Eq. (8), is D∗∗ ∼= 6nm. We thus expect this more flexible chain to be in the de

Gennes regime for channel sizes ranging from 20nm to 136.5nm (its bulk radius of gyration given

in Table 2) and allow us to establish the prefactor for the de Gennes regime for our model. We also

simulated an intermediate case (L = 4.12µm, w = 4.6nm, lp = 23nm). This chain is much longer
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than the value L∗∗ ∼= 575nm given by Eq. (7) and thus should cross-over between the de Gennes

regime and the extended de Gennes regime at a channel size D∗∗ ∼= 115nm. This moderately

flexible chain will allow us to establish the continuity of the extension at the cross-over between

the de Gennes regime and the extended de Gennes regime.

Figure 6 shows that the extension obtained for lp = 5.3nm indeed is fit by a single power

law dependence on Deff for channel sizes ranging from 20nm to 150nm. Moreover, the best fit

exponent is−0.698±0.001, which agrees with the Flory theory prediction in Eq. (3). As an aside,

we point out that the calculation of this slope highlights the importance of using the effective

width when comparing simulation/experiment with theory; had we used the overall channel width

D instead of the effective width Deff, the best power law fit to the same data leads to an exponent

of −0.800±0.009. The data for lp = 23nm also collapse onto the same curve, with the transition

between the extended de Gennes and de Gennes regime occurring near Deff/(wlp)1/2 ∼= 11. We

thus confirm that the extension is continuous through the transition between regimes. Finally,

when we plot the extension data for our original DNA chain with lp = 53nm in Figure 6, the

data collapse over the relevant range of Deff/(wlp)1/2. As the extension data for lp = 53nm for

7 . Deff/(wlp)1/2 . 12 (corresponding to channel sizes from 120 to 200 nanometers) in Figure 6

have both the magnitude and slope characterizing the de Gennes regime but do not satisfy the

assumptions of that regime, we conclude that they must be in the extended de Gennes regime.

To further support our claim, we also tested an alternate theory35 that supposes the blobs remain

isometric but their statistics are corrected using the full Benoit-Doty equation59 for the unperturbed

radius of gyration and an approximation for the swelling of the chain under weak excluded volume

interactions. The latter theory includes a single free parameter, which we used in Figure 6 to obtain

a good fit to the data for lp = 53nm. Unfortunately, as we see in Figure 6, this theory35 fails to

predict the universal dependence of the extension on the dimensionless parameter Deff/(wlp)1/2.
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4.2.2 Comparison with experiments

We now turn our attention to the comparison of our simulation results with experimental data.9,34

As we can see in Table 1, the values for the scaling exponents extracted from the experimental data

in the transition regime deviate substantially from the theoretical predictions. In our discussion,

we will focus primarily on the experimental data reported by Reisner et al.9 for λ DNA in a wide

range of nanochannel sizes. The contour length of this polymer is sufficient for it to pass through

the full range of regimes in Figure 1 as the channel size varies. Thus, in contrast to our simulations

with lp = 53nm, we would expect the experiments to exhibit a de Gennes regime.

The first question we address is the role of the aspect ratio of the channel. While it is simple to

create a square nanochannel in a simulation, the corresponding experiment is considerably more

difficult. Thus, experiments have either been performed in D1-by-D2 rectangular channels9 or in

a tapered channel34 where D1 remains constant and D2 varies slowly enough that it can be treated

constant on the length scale of the polymer. To interpret the data in the context of either Eq. (1)

or Eq. (2), the channel size D is replaced with the geometric average, Dav = (D1D2)1/2. For small

perturbations away from a square channel, this is a plausible approach. However, at some point the

aspect ratio becomes large enough that we need to account for the anisotropy of the blobs. Indeed,

for sufficiently large aspect ratio, the problem transitions from the configuration in a nanochannel

to that in a nanoslit.

The aspect ratio is thus a possible explanation for the deviation between experiments and the-

ory. To rule out this possibility, we simulated the extension of chains in a wide range of aspect ratios

for three different values of the geometric averaged width, Dav. As we see in Figure 7, changing

the aspect ratio only leads to very small deviations in the extension, even out to D1/D2 = 5. As the

experiments of Reisner et al.9 used aspect ratios 1 to approximately 1.5 and the pertinent data from

Persson et al.34 are for aspect ratios up to 6.25, it appears that the error in using Dav is commen-

surate with other experimental errors, in particular measuring the size of the channel in the first

place. The one caveat is in the Odijk regime, where we observe consistent deviations between the

theory for an isotropic channel and the data obtained for a rectangular channel with Dav = 30nm
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Figure 7: Extension of the wormlike bead-rod model (w = 4.6nm, lp = 53nm) in nanochannels of
D1-by-D2 rectangular cross section. The geometric average of the channel size is Dav = (D1D2)1/2.
Symbols are simulation data for three different contour lengths: L = 1.03µm for Dav = 30nm
(diamond), L = 2.58µm for Dav = 60nm (square), and L = 4.12µm for Dav = 141.4nm (circle).
Solid lines are smooth Bezier curves to approximate the data trend. The dashed line refers to
predictions for the Odijk regime24,25 where we used Dav = 30nm, w = 4.6nm, and lp = 53nm.

in Figure 7. Although the geometric mean is smaller than the persistence length, increasing the

aspect ratio at a fixed Dav requires that the larger channel dimension become commensurate with

the persistence length. As the Odijk regime is valid only for D1,D2 << lp, we would expect to see

deviations in rectangular channels. These deviations are small, so we can conclude from Figure 7

that the geometric mean is an appropriate choice.

Having established that Dav is the correct metric, we decided to take a different approach to

understand the difference between the theoretical and experimental results in Table 1. Let us

assume the theory, and thus our simulations, are correct. In that case, we should be able to match

any experimental data in the extended de Gennes regime (transition regime II) to our simulated data

for L = 4.21µm and lp = 53nm by plotting the extension a function of Deff/(wlp)1/2. Moreover,

since we showed in Figure 6 that the extended de Gennes regime and de Gennes regime have the

same prefactor, experimental data in de Gennes regime should lie on a line extrapolated from our

extended de Gennes regime data to larger channel diameters. We then treated the effective width

for the experimental data as an adjustable parameter. Figure 8 shows the results for three different

values of w, and the value w = 7.0nm appears to give a satisfactory fit. The experimental data for
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Figure 8: Comparison of simulation (circle) and experimental data.9 The simulation data corre-
spond to L = 4.12µm, w = 4.6nm and lp = 53nm in a square nanochannel, the same as that
shown in Figure 6. The experimental data as a function of Deff = Dav−w were plotted using
a persistence length lp = 57.5nm reported by Reisner et al.9 and different values for the effec-
tive width: w = 4.6nm (dashed line), w = 7.0nm (squared symbols) and w = 12nm (dash dotted
line). For clarity, we only show the best power-law fits to the data for channel sizes ranging from
440nm to 60nm for w = 4.6nm and 12nm, a similar analysis to Reisner et al.9 Deff/(wlp)

1/2 = 10
corresponds to a real channel dimension of D = 160.7nm for w = 4.6nm and lp = 53nm and
corresponds to D = 207.6nm for w = 7.0nm and lp = 57.5nm.

the three largest channels lie in either the de Gennes regime or the extended de Gennes regime,

and their extensions agree with Eq. (3). The next three channel sizes (in decreasing order) are

in transition regime I, while the smallest channel is the only one that appears to be in the Odijk

regime. While our simulations provide a reasonable fit for the data in transition regime I, there

is a substantial difference between Eq. (1) and the lone experiment in the Odijk regime. Given

the paucity of data in the latter regime, we cannot identify with any certainty the reason for the

discrepancy.

In Figure 8, the best agreement between experiments and simulation was obtained with an

effective width of w = 7.0nm, which is somewhat smaller than the effective width w = 12nm

produced by Stigter’s theory18,19 for the buffer used in these experiments.9,16 Prior results give

us reason to question the value (but not the order of magnitude) of Stigter’s effective width; for

DNA in slit-like confinement, combining Stigter’s effective width theory with blob theory for the
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conformation captured the qualitative trends with ionic strength, but there were still quantitative

differences between theory and experiment.16 While Stigter’s theory is the only approach we know

for estimating the effective width, it is not obvious that his model translates directly to our appli-

cation. Stigter19 defined w such that the second virial coefficient for a system consisting of highly

charged rods of some bare size a, oriented at right angles, matches the result for a system of neu-

tral rods of size w. This choice makes sense for studying the solution thermodynamics of short,

rod-like DNA. The Flory theory discussed in §2, as well as our simulation model, is predicated on

the idea that each segment experiences a hard core repulsion if its separation from another segment

is less than the distance w. While the appropriate value of w required to describe the configuration

of a polyelectrolyte should be similar to that required to quantify the osmotic pressure, we do not

see the theoretical basis for requiring that the values be identical. Indeed, we could equally as well

propose that the effective width should be the quantity used to match the simulated extension to

its experimental counterpart, which was the approach we pursued to create Figure 8. A deeper

analysis could consider the the existence of depletion layers near channel walls and the induced

orientational correlations between DNA segments.60 Alternatively, perhaps the best approach is to

abandon the concept of an effective width entirely in favor of an explicit electrostatic interaction

potential between segments, which seems to provide a good fit to experimental data in low ionic

strength buffers.3

Our reinterpretation of the experimental data in Figure 8 points out a key issue in the com-

putation of the exponents appearing in Table 1. If we assume that the simulations and theory are

correct, then only the three largest channels actually lie in the de Gennes regime or the extended

de Gennes regime. However, the exponent for the experiments9 was determined by assuming that

a single power law fits the data for all but the smallest channel in Figure 8, corresponding to a

lower bound of Dav = 69nm. Since several of these data points lie in transition regime I, where the

scaling exponent is −1.02, it is unsurprising that the experimental exponents in Table 1 exceed the

theoretical prediction. Rather, our analysis in Figure 8 indicates that the experiments agree with

Eq. (3) so long as we remain within the range of validity of the corresponding Flory theory. This
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insight is a natural advantages of revisiting these experimental data after some time has passed;

the theories for the extended de Gennes regime15,33 were published after the experimental data.9

Based on our analysis, analyzing the extended de Gennes regime requires data for channels larger

than Dav ≈ 200nm. Such length scales are actually easier to reach than the sub-100 nm range.61

4.2.3 A comment on chain dynamics

In our study, we have focused entirely on the static properties of the chain under confinement. Since

theoretical predictions of the mean extension are the same for both the de Gennes and extended

de Gennes regimes, it is difficult to distinguish one from the other from the mean extension data

alone. While there are only four different scaling laws for the chain configuration, there should be

five regimes for the chain dynamics. This is because the confinement free energy for the de Gennes

regime [Eq. (4)] and the extended de Gennes regime [Eq. (14)] lead to different effective Hookean

spring constants for small fluctuations around the minimum free energy,38

keff =
(

∂ 2F

∂X2

)
X=〈X〉

(24)

For the de Gennes regime,1

keff ∼= β
−1L−1 (lpwD)−1/3 (25)

whereas for the extended de Gennes regime,

keff ∼= β
−1L−1l−1

p (26)

Let us assume the same friction coefficient of the chain for these to regimes is proportional to the

chain extension, ζ ∼ 〈X〉. The corresponding relaxation time for the lowest vibration mode of the

chain scales as

τ ∼= ζ/keff ∼ L2 (lpw)2/3 D−1/3 (27)
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for the de Gennes regime, and

τ ∼ L2l4/3
p w1/3D−2/3 (28)

for the extended de Gennes regime. The latter scaling, τ ∼ D−2/3, is closer to the experimental

estimate9 of D−0.9±0.4 for channel sizes ranging from 140nm to 440nm than is the scaling of

τ ∼D−1/3 for the de Gennes regime. However, as previous studies27,39,62–64 have revealed certain

deviations from the scaling predictions of chain dynamics in the de Gennes regime [Eq. (27)], more

studies are needed to validate Eq. (28) for the extended de Gennes regime.

The confinement free energy, and any corresponding dynamic properties, are ready evidence

for the existence of an extended de Gennes regime. For example, Reccius et al.11 used the Flory

free energy for the extended de Gennes regime, Eq. (14), to derive a model for DNA relaxation

from a compressed state that describes their experimental data for λ -DNA in nanochannels of

100nm in width with a depth of 200nm. It is plausible that those experiments actually operated in

the extended de Gennes regime. One also needs to be cautious in using dynamic data to identify

a given regime. For example, experimental evidence that the mean equilibrium extension and the

mean square fluctuations (which are estimated by kBT/keff) depend linearly on the chain length1

does not definitely prove that the experiment occurs in the de Gennes regime, since both Eq. (25)

and Eq. (26) exhibit the same dependence on molecular weight.

5 Conclusions

Our results have confirmed Odijk’s prediction15 of multiple transition regimes between deflection

segments in strong confinement and isometric blobs in weak confinement. Table 3 summarizes, for

each regime, the scaling law for the extension, the approximate value for the chain length required

to enter the regime, and the relevant channel sizes. As the channel size increases, those chains

that do not have sufficient contour length to remain on the universal curve begin a broad transition

to their bulk extension. The latter effect explains the previous disagreements between theory and

simulation, highlighted in Table 1. First, the apparent non-universal dependence on molecular
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Table 3: Summary of the results for the different regimes of confinement in Figure 1. In the text, we
normally refer to Transition II as the extended de Gennes regime. The minimum chain length is the
size of the deflection segment or blob, as appropriate, and does not include numerical prefactors.
The minimum chain length for entering regime I is unknown and there is no minimum chain length
for the bulk. Based on Figure 3, the prefactor for the bulk extension should be between 1.5 and
2.2. The upper bound for D in the de Gennes regime is approximate.

Regime Extension (〈X〉) Minimum Chain Length Channel Size
Odijk Eq. (1) D2/3l1/3

p D� lp
I D−1.02 — lp < D < 2lp

II D(ν−1)/ν l1/3
p D4/3w−2/3 2lp < D < l2

pw−1

de Gennes D(ν−1)/ν l3
pw−2 l2

pw−1 < D < Rg
Bulk Rg —- D > Rg

weight near the end of the Odijk regime arises from chains that do not have sufficient length

to enter transition regime I. If the chain is long enough, then the scaling exponent observed in

previous simulations13,14 agrees with the result we obtained here for transition regime I. Second,

when we simulated chains that possess enough contour length to enter the extended de Gennes

regime (transition regime II), we recover the scaling predicted by Flory theory15,33 rather than the

predictions of an alternate theory.35 In the context of the extension, the distinction between the de

Gennes regime and extended de Gennes regime seems artificial, since both regimes are governed by

the same scaling law and the extension must be continuous across the transition between regimes.

However, the confinement free energies in the two regimes differ. We thus expect that the chain

dynamics will allow us to distinguish between the two regimes. Such calculations are feasible but

numerically intense.

We have also found reasonable agreement between our simulations and experimental data,

provided that we use the effective width as a free parameter (albeit restricted to a region nearby the

prediction from Stigter’s theory18,19). Our results also support the use of the geometric average for

mapping channels of rectangular cross-section onto square channels. Now that we are certain that

there are, indeed, multiple transition regimes,15 it appears that there is no disagreement between

theory and experiment. The limited extension data obtained from experiments in the extended

de Gennes and the de Gennes regime are described by Eq. (3); including extension data from
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transition regime I tilts the slope to the higher value in Table 1. More experimental data in regimes

governed by Eq. (3) would certainly strengthen our claim. Based on Figure 8, these data should

be obtained in channels no smaller than Dav = 200nm. The corresponding dynamic data in such

channels, measured either as a relaxation time or diffusion coefficient, should distinguish between

the different regimes.

While we have made substantial progress in reconciling theory, simulation and experiments for

DNA extension in nanochannels, our analysis leaves three intriguing, open questions. First, we

do not have a theoretical basis for the scaling 〈X〉 ∼ D−1.02 in transition regime I. As this scaling

arises in both our model and a slightly different one14 in this size range, we suspect that it is a

real scaling law, rather than a coincidence. Odijk15 predicted the existence of a transition regime

between the Odijk regime and the extended de Gennes regime, but the scaling that we and Cifra14

observed does not seem to accord with Odijk’s scaling theory. Second, there appears to be an

inconsistency between the mechanical approximation for the global persistence length15,57 and the

reduction in the chain extension after exiting the Odijk regime. It is possible that a single answer

will resolve both of these open questions, since the predicted scaling law for transition regime I

is intimately connected to the global persistence length.15 Third, the experimental data seem to

be best fit with an effective width of 7 nm, which is somewhat smaller than the value of 12 nm

predicted from Stigter’s theory.18,19 We are optimistic that more experimental data, especially in

the extended de Gennes regime, and detailed modeling of the electrostatic interactions of confined

DNA3 will ultimately resolve this last question.
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